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Abstract

An e:fficient computation of 3D worltspaces for redUDdant manipulators IS based on a -hybrtd- at·

soritbm between di.rect kinem&tiCi and acre" lheory. Direct kinemaLica e.njoy. low computationaJ

COlt, but nHeta edge detection a.lgorit.hma when workapa.ce boundaries are needed Screw theory

haa exponential computat.ional COlt. ~r worbpaee point., but does not need edge detection. Screw

theory allows computing worlulpace points in prespecified directions, while direct kinematics does

oot, Applications of the algorithm are diseuased.

1 Introduction

The problem of computing the worbpa.ce for a redundant muipula.tor baa applications in a variety

of fie1d.t IUch as rohotia. computer aided desigu, and computer graphics. The reachable workspace

of a manipulator is the volume or .pace encompuaing all points that a. reference point P on the end

effector traces as all thejoiou move t.hrough theit respective ranges of motion !4,8J. [n computer aided

deaign, three dimensionaJ worbpace for a hum.a.n limb or robotic manipulator can be used Ln designing

the interior of cars, tan.kJ, or .pace vehicles. Different P&De1J &nd keys can be repositioned within the

3-D reachable workspace. Thme diffennt configurations un be tested before being manufactured.

In robotiCl, the workspace problem has loog been on the a.genda. of researchenj however, they have

not formulaLed a. 8&titfactory and generaJ solution.

A workspace is said to have a. hole if there exist a.t least one straight line which Is surrounded

by the workspace yet without making contact with it [14,6). A workll"pace is said to have a void if

there exist a. dosed region R 1 buried within the reacha.ble workspat.e, luch that all points inside the

bounding llu.rfa.c.e of R are not reached by the m.a.n..ipulator 114,6J.

The firat elf'oru to compute the manipula.tor worlapa.c~ baled on its kinema.tic geometTY, started

In the mid 1970's [8,4J. They proved that the extreme diUance line between a. chO&en point on the

first joint uis and the center point of the end effector intenects all intermedia.tejoint axes of rotation.

However, 'he above result is not valid ifany intermediate joint axis is pa.rallel to the extreme distance

line, two joint axes intersect, ora.ny joint is not ideal (haa limits). Kumar and Waldron !SI presented

another aJ.gorithm to compute the ma.nipulator', workspace. In their ana.1yaiB, a.n imaginary force

is applied to the reference point at the end effector in order to achieve the muimum extension in

the direction of the a.pplied force. The manipulator reachm its muimum extension when the force's



line of action intersects a.ll joint axes of rotational joints and is perpendicular to all joint axes of

prismatic joints (since the moment of th.e force about ea.ch joint axis must be. zero). Every joint

of the manipuJator can 8eule in either of two possible positions under the force action. He.nce, the

algorithm results in 2n- 1 different sets of joint variables for a. manipula.tor of n joints in the direction

of the applied force. The concept of stable and unstable equilibrium is used to select the set of

joints varia.bles tha.t results in the maximum extension in the force direc.Lion. This algorithm has

exponential time complexity a.nd only deals with manipulators that have ideal joints (without UmiLS).

The reacha.ble workspace boundary for an articuJated chain that has three degrees of freedom or less

can he represented by explicit equations [101. Unfortuna.tely. the rea.chable workspa.c.e boundary

for a.n a.rticulated chain tha.t has more than three degrees of freedom is ha.rd to desribe by explkit

equations [11]. The computa.tional complexity of the workspace problem was a.nalyzed in [2] and

the problem is proved to be at least NP hud. Tsai and Son1 [10,11] developed another a.lgorithm

to plot the contour of the workspace on an arbitrarily specified plane. The algorithm suffers from

the limitations of not only being restricted to computing 2D workspace cross sections but also high

computational cost. The previous published workspace algorithms suffer from one or more of the

following drawbacks:

• High computat.ional cost.

• Computing onJy 2-D cross sections. This is not adequate for manipuJators with joint limits since

the workBpace is not a.xI-symmetrical. ln addition, two dimensjonal workspace representation

fortes the user to memorize the data. set by looking at multiple. displays before making a.n

interpretation or a decision.

• Dealing only with ma.nipulators that have-specialized geometry.

• Sensitivity to geometricaJ and numerical erronJ or approximations.

In the next two sections, we describe algorithms tha.t Wle direct kinema.tics and screw theory

In order to compute the reachable workspace. Each chus of these a.lgorithms bas advantages a.nd

disa.dva.ntages. lnstea.<! of d,eba.ting the merits of these algorithms, we integrate them as described in

section four.

2 Algorithms Based on Direct Kinematics

We use direct kinematics based algorithms to compute a dense set of the reachable workspace points.

A redunda.nt manipulator Us modeled a.s a 5eries or links connected with either revolute or prismatic

joints. We alIl1ume without l088 of generality that each joint has one degree of freedom. A joint

with m degrees of freedom is modeled as m joints connected with links of zero lengths, each of these

joints bas a lower limit and an upper limit. The first link of the manipulator (link 1) is connected
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to the base (link 0) by joint 1. The final Link, denoted by the end effector (link n) has 110 joint al its

end. A coordinate frame is a.ttac.bed to each link i.n order to describe the relationship betw~n two

consecutive Hnks as iUustTated in figure L A homogeneous matrix A is used in order to describe the

rela.tionship between consecutive frames [7,3]. The clements of matrix A a.re computed by using D·H
nOlations for both prismatic a.nd revolute joints. The transformation matirix A for a revolute joint

is:

OBi -SO,-COI SBiSa, BiCO,

Ai=
SO, COjCQj -CO,Scr{ ajSO,

0 SOi Co; d,
0 0 0 1

The tra.nsformation ma.trix A for a. pri5matic joint. is:

CO, -SO;Co,- SOiSQi 0

Ai=
SO, C8iCO, -CO;SQ; 0
0 So, Co,- d,
0 0 0 1

wh.ere:

a;: is tbe common normal distance between the two axes of i.- a.nd of i.-+l.
Oi: is the a.ngle between the two axes of i; a.nd ;i+1 in a plane perpendicular Lo a;.

d..: is the distance between th.e normals of joint axis i 1 and is meaaured along tbe axis of joint i.

8i: is the a.ngle between the normals of joint axis i and i8 meMured in a pla.ne norma! to the axis.

In the tal5e of a revolute. joint 0; is c.al1ed the joint variable a.nd the other three flxed quanl.ities

(d" 0" Oi) are called the link parameters. On the other hand, di is tbe joint variable for a prismatic

joint a.nd the other three fixed quantities (8il ai, Qi) a.re called the link parameters.

The descript.ion of the end effector (link n) with respect to the base, denoted by T", is given

by T" = A1A2••• A"_IA". The computational cost of compu~ing each point is O(n), where It is the

number of degrees of freedom that a.re 1UI6ociated with joints in the path from tbe end effector (distal
linkage) to the proximal linkage.

Workspa.ce points that are computed by direct kinema.tics don't necessarily lie on the surface

bounda.ry. We use an edge detection algorithm in order to obtain the worbpa.ce boundary as well

as the holes a.nd the voids tha.t are buried inside the reacha.ble workspace. This can be achieved by

computing the dimensions of the cube that encompasses ~he workspace points. This cube is divided

into cells according to the required resolution of the applkation. U the cell contains a workspace

lTb~ joint &xi. I hu two nonnall to H, one (or link i-I a..nd onc (or link i.
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point. it is marked with one and tero if h does not. cont.ain a reachable point.. A workspace cell is

considered a boundary cell if any of ita neighbon is marked with zero.

3 Algorithms Based on Screw Theory

Kumar [4,5] did pioneering work in computing workspace boundary points by using serew t.heory.

He used l.he fact thilt the manipuliltor is in lingula.r configuration when l.he encJ eIfector reference

point is pOl'itioned Olt a workspace boundary point. Thi. configuruioD occurs when all active' joint

axes are all reciprocal to a zero pikh wrench (force) axis' [5,12.13,9]. This is evident because the

wrench will create moments about the joint axes that a.re nol. reciprocal to the wrench axis if the

reciprocal condition is not satisfied. Accordingly, these m,oments cause those joints to move until the

rec.iprouJ condition is satiJfied or until they reach one of their limits. For a. revolute joint (screw axi8

of zero pitch). the reciprocal condition is satisfied when the wrench axis has either finite or inJinite

intersection with the jojnl. axis [5,9]. For a prisma.tic joint1 the reciprocal condition Is met when thft

wrench a.x1s Is perpendicular to the joint axis [9].
A wrench of zero pitch (force) is applied to a reference point. on the end effector in order to

compute a workspac.e bounda.ry point in the force direction.. Then, the direction of the force is
changed to sweep either the entire workspace bounda.ry. A cl06ed form algorithm that computes the

joint varia.bles satisfying the a.boveconditioDB is used. The algorithm genentes 2"-1 different surfaces

wbich bound different worbpa.ces for a m.a.nipula.tor of n jointa'. These different. surfa.ces result from

t.he fact that each joint C&Il U8ume one of two pos.itions under the applied force. One of these

poIitions corresponds to a stable equilibrium while the other corresponds to unstable equilibrium.

These two poI1itions can be distinguished by computing the work done by the applied force to the end

effector when the joint is disturbed. from its equilibrium position. If the work done is positive, the

disturbed joint is in unstable equilibrium ainee the force continues doing work until the joint t.a.kes up

a 8La.ble equilibrium position. On the other hand, if the work done is negative, the disturbed joint is

in equilibrium position since the a.pplied forte causes the joint to return to its initial position when l.he

disturbing torque is removed. Hence, this type of algorith.ma: traces re-entrant surfaces as well as the

bounda.ry surfaces. These re-entrant surfa.ces are Don-ct08la.ble when the ma.nipuJa.tor is positioned

in the configuration that traces th08e lurfaces, i.e., they represent barriers Inside the workspace a.nd

affect the ma.nipula.to,r's controllability. The following example iUUlILrates this approach.

Example

Consider a pilUlar ma.nipuliltor that haa three ideal revolute joint:s with pa.rallel a.xes as shown in

figure 2. A force i& applied to a reference point a.t the end effector. The manipula.tor will be in its

'A joiat ia LUD'led iaa.ctho'e "hen it readl. o.e of It.limita.
Jill KTe" tbeot)'. 'wo.cr:~ ~ .~ e&I1ed reciprocal to uc.b other "hen the wrench applil!d about ODe .crew alis

doa RO work abuut ,he otAer~ uia.
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extended positions when the force line oCaction intel"Bects all joints' a.xes. The contours which bound

the workspace bounda.ry 8.8 well as the interior surfaces result from rotating tlt~e extended positions

about the first a.x.ia:. Figure 3 illustrates four different workspace contours. The workspace e.nvelope

results when a.J1 joints are in equilibrium positions.

FinaJJy, this class of algorit.b..m& provide surface classification based on the stability of different

joint.s u.nder the force application; however. it. cann.ot detect. holes and voids in the workspace.

The ability to distinguish holes a.nd voids that are buried inside the workspace can be achieved by

integrating this class of algorithms with the direct kinemat.ia based algoritluns as described in the

next section.

4 Hybrid Algorithms

We ha.ve discussed the use of direct. kinema.tics based algorithms in computing reachable workspace

points. The computational cost of computing each workspace point is linear; however, it is impossible

to predetermine the number of workspace points that has to be computed in order to generate the

worka-pa.ce. A cell marked with zero does not nec~sa.rily mean that it is unreachable since the direc~

kinematics based algorithm might not ha.d computed enough workspace points. On the other hand,

screw theory based aJgorithma have expoacntla.l computational cost a.nd should not be used solely

in computing the work.pa.ce. In t.he hybrid algorithm, we use direct kinematics to compute the

worbpKe points as an initial approximation. Then, we compute the reachable cube and mark the

reachable cella with one. Screw theory bued algorithms are used to decide the rea.c.hability of cells

marked with zero. This ca.n be achieved by applying a force in the direction of the line joining

the base and the cell ma.rked with zero. Finally, &n edge detection a.lgorlthm is used to extract

the workspue boundary as well as the holes and voids tha.t are buried inside the workspace. This

boundary is used to construct the 3D rea.c.hable workspace without user intervention as described in

[11·

5 Conclusions

Algorithms based on direct kinematics enjoy low computational cost but C&D not be used solely

to compute the workspace. On the other hand, screw theory based a.1gorith.ms have exponential

computational cost per work5pace point and they can not distinguish holes and voids tha.t are buried

inside tlle workspace. We illustrated how to integrate both classes of algorithms into a "hybrid

algorithm". The hybrid algorithm. is efficient and ca.n. detect holes and voids.
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Figure 1; The rela.tionship between consecutive link&.
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Figure 2: Different equilibrium positions for a three links manipulator.
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Figure 3: Different workspace contou.rs.
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